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Junior Great Books—take the “efferent stance,” encouraging students to raise
questions about the meaning of the text and to work out careful interpretations,
by which they “acquir[e] information from the text” (374–375).
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• Three other programs—Collaborative Reasoning, Philosophy for Children and
Paedia Seminars—take the “critical-analytic stance,” which encourages students
to “interrogate or query the text in search of the underlying arguments, assumptions, worldviews, or beliefs” (375–376, 378).
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Of course, all three of these attitudes or approaches to a story come up in most
classroom discussions, whether about a history book, a news article, a film, a
scientific report or a piece of poetry or literary fiction. But this distinction of three
different ways to discuss a text is an interesting and instructive part of the report.
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The purpose of the evaluation study was to find out to what extent these
nine programs use “discourse features” that have been shown in previous
research to characterize quality discussions, in terms of “high-level thinking and
comprehension” (372). The first task of the researchers, therefore, was to examine
the research literature on classroom discussion and to pull from those studies a
list of features associated with the highest-quality discussions. For this evaluation
study they used the five “discourse features” they took to be the most important
(see below). Next, the researchers created a system to identify or “code” these
five features in the discussion transcripts they had requested from each program.
The researchers evaluated Philosophy for Children very highly on each of the
five discourse features:
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1. Teachers’ and students’ use of authentic questions, uptake and questions that elicited high-level thinking (generalization, analysis and
speculation). The data showed that all of the programs used these kinds of
questions and uptake (taking up something that has already been said rather
than saying something unrelated to what has been said), but that in programs
taking the “efferent stance” these questions were mostly asked by teachers. In
P4C the incidence of these questions was both high and nearly equally divided
between teachers and students.
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2. Teachers’ and students’ use of questions that elicited extra-textual connections (affective, intertextual, and shared knowledge). P4C students
had the highest incidence of making connections of shared knowledge, and
P4C discussions elicited more affective responses than any other program.
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3. Students’ elaborated explanations. Students in the critical-analytic approaches gave more elaborated explanations than students in the other
approaches, students in Philosophy for Children and Paedia Seminar discussions gave the longest elaborated explanations, and P4C students gave more
of these than students in any other program.
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4. Students’ exploratory talk. Episodes of exploratory talk were most frequent
(though not the longest) in Philosophy for Children, Paedia Seminar and Book
Club.
5. Use of “reasoning words” such as “because,” “so,” “if,” “I think,” “dis/
agree,” in contexts of verbal reasoning. The highest percentage of these
words used in contexts of reasoning occurred in Philosophy for Children and
Grand Conversations.
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In addition to looking for evidence of these five discourse features, the researchers counted the number and length of turns in each transcript, and found
that students in the “expressive” programs contributed to the discussions more than
teachers, that teachers in the “efferent” programs contributed more than students,
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Stephanie D’costa was the author of “Adventures with the Wonderful Mr. Potato
Head.” Her name was unfortunately truncated in the last issue.
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